We investigate the dynamics of a discrete-time predator-prey system. Firstly, we give necessary and sufficient conditions of the existence and stability of the fixed points. Secondly, we show that the system undergoes a flip bifurcation and a Neimark-Sacker bifurcation by using center manifold theorem and bifurcation theory. Furthermore, we present numerical simulations not only to show the consistence with our theoretical analysis, but also to exhibit the complex but interesting dynamical behaviors, such as the period-6, -11, -16, -18, -20, -21, -24, -27, and -37 orbits, attracting invariant cycles, quasi-periodic orbits, nice chaotic behaviors, which appear and disappear suddenly, coexisting chaotic attractors, etc. These results reveal far richer dynamics of the discrete-time predator-prey system. Finally, we have stabilized the chaotic orbits at an unstable fixed point using the feedback control method.
Introduction
It is well known that the Lotka-Volterra predator-prey model [, ] is one of the most important population models. There are also many other predator-prey models of various types that have been extensively investigated, and some of the relevant work may be found in [-] . These researches dealing with specific interactions have mainly focused on continuous predator-prey models with two variables. However, discrete-time models described are more reasonable than the continuous-time models when populations have nonoverlapping generations. Moreover, using discrete-time models is more efficient for computation and numerical simulations [] . For example, in [] , the authors use the forward Euler discrete scheme to obtain a discrete-time predator-prey system and prove that the system undergoes flip bifurcation and Neimark-Sacker bifurcation. Recently, the complex dynamics of a discrete-time predator-prey system is investigated in [] . By analysis it is proved that the discrete-time model has different properties and structures compared with the continuous one. Such systems discussed as discrete-time models can also be found in [-] and references therein.
In this paper, we consider the following discrete-time predator-prey system:
x n+ = ax n ( -x n ) -bx n y n , y n+ = -cy n + dx n y n ,
where x and y represent population densities of a prey and a predator, respectively, and a, b, c, d are positive parameters. Here a represents the natural growth rate of the prey in the absence of predators, b represents the effect of predation on the prey, c represents the natural death rate of the predator in the absence of prey, and d represents the efficiency and propagation rate of the predator in the presence of prey. In [] , the authors investigated the discrete-time predator-prey system for c = , and they proved that there are flip and Hopf bifurcations and there exists a chaotic phenomenon in the sense of Marotto. In this paper, we study system () for c = . Motivation of this paper is to investigate system () in detail. Here we derive the conditions of existence for flip bifurcation and Neimark-Sacker bifurcation by using bifurcation theory and the center manifold theorem [, ] . Numerical simulations are given to support the theoretical results and display new and interesting dynamical behaviors of the system. More specifically, this paper presents the period-, -, -, -, -, -, -, -, - orbits, attracting invariant cycles, quasi-periodic orbits, nice chaotic behaviors, which appear and disappear suddenly, and the new nice types of six and nine coexisting chaotic attractors. The computations of Lyapunov exponents confirm the dynamical behaviors. The results can be useful when the local and global stabilities in discrete-time predatorprey systems are concerned.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section , we show the existence and stability of fixed points. In Section , the sufficient conditions for the existence of codimension-one bifurcations, including flip bifurcation and Neimark-Sacker bifurcation, are obtained. In Section , numerical simulation results are presented to support the theoretical analysis, and they exhibit new and rich dynamical behaviors. In Section , chaos is controlled to an unstable fixed point using the feedback control method. A brief conclusion is given in Section .
Existence and stability of fixed points
For system (), lettingū = x andv = by, we obtain
For simplicity, we will still use x and y instead ofū andv. Thus, system () can be rewritten as
We focus ourselves on the dynamical behavior of system ().
It is easy to see that system () has one extinction fixed point (, ), one exclusion fixed point ( a- a , ) for a > , and one coexistence fixed point (x * , y
and a > . Thus, (x * , y * ) is the unique positive fixed point of system ().
The following lemma confirms the stability of fixed points of system () under some conditions. Lemma . For the predator-prey system (), the following statements are true:
) is asymptotically stable if and only if one of the following conditions holds:
Proof (i) For the fixed point (, ), the corresponding characteristic equation is λ  -(ac)λ -ac = , and its roots are λ  = a, λ  = -c. Hence, (, ) is asymptotically stable when  < a, c <  and is unstable when a >  or c > .
(ii) For the exclusion fixed point (
, ), we have the coefficient matrix
. Then |λ i | <  (i = , ) if and only if  < a <  and max{,
. We further will prove that when a = , the exclusion fixed point ( , it is unstable by using center manifold theory.
Now we consider the first case, that is, a =  and max{,
and using the translation
, we can rewrite the map () as
wherẽ
We assume that a center manifold has the form
By approximate computation, for the center manifold, we obtainα =  andβ = . Hence, h(X) = , and on the center manifold Y = , the new mapf is given bŷ
Some computations show that the Schwarzian derivative of this map at X =  is S(f ()) = - < . Hence, by [ . System () becomes
We construct the invertible matrix
and use the translation
Consider a center manifold with the form
By approximate computation, for the center manifold, we obtainα  = -
, and on the center manifold X = h(Y ), the new mapf  is given bŷ
Computations show thatf  () =  andf  () = -
, ) is unstable. More precisely, it is a semistable fixed point from the right. Therefore, ( a- a , ) is asymptotically stable when  < a ≤  and max{,
(a > ). The Jacobian matrix evaluated at the positive fixed point (x * , y * ) is given by
and the characteristic equation of the Jacobian matrix J * can be written as
According to the Jury conditions [] , in order to find the asymptotically stable region of (x * , y * ), we need to find the region that satisfies the following conditions:
, and
This completes the proof of Lemma ..
Bifurcations
In this section, we mainly focus on the flip bifurcation and Neimark-Sacker bifurcation of the positive fixed point (x * , y * ). We choose the parameter d as a bifurcation parameter for analyzing the flip bifurcation and Neimark-Sacker bifurcation of (x * , y * ) by using the center manifold theorem and bifurcation theory of [, ]. First, we have the following result on the flip bifurcation of system (). (a > ), so we get a > . Hence, we further assume that a >  and a = +c +c
We consider the parameterd as a new and dependent variable. Then the map () becomes
where
. Then the map () becomes
By the center manifold theorem we know that the stability of (X, Y ) = (, ) near μ =  can be determined by studying a one-parameter family of maps on a center manifold, which can be represented as follows:
Assume that
By approximate computation for the center manifold, we obtain
Thus, the map restricted to the center manifold is given bỹ
If the map () undergoes a flip bifurcation, then it must satisfy the following conditions:
By a simple calculation we obtain Proof The characteristic equation associated with the linearized system () at the fixed point (x
The eigenvalues of the characteristic equation () are given as
The eigenvalues λ , are complex conjugates for p(d)  -q(d) < , which leads to
We get q(d) =  and λ , = -a+c-ac (+c) Letting u = x -x * and v = y -y * , the map () becomes
where . Then the map () becomes
Notice that () is exactly in the form on the center manifold in which the coefficient k [] is given by
Thus, a complex calculation gives
Thus the fixed point (X, Y ) = (, ) is a Neimark-Sacker bifurcation point for the map (). This completes the proof.
Numerical simulations
In this section, numerical simulations are given, including bifurcation diagrams, Lyapunov exponents, and fractal dimension and phase portraits, to illustrate the above theoretical analysis and to show new and more complex dynamic behaviors in system ().
The fractal dimension [-] is defined by using Lyapunov exponents as follows:
with L  , L  , . . . , L n being Lyapunov exponents, where j is the largest integer such that i=j i= L i ≥  and i=j+ i= L i < . Our model is a two-dimensional map that has the fractal dimension of the form
Numerical simulations for stability and bifurcations of fixed points
We consider the following two cases. 
Further numerical simulations for system (3)
In this subsection, new and interesting dynamical behaviors are investigated as the parameters vary. The bifurcation diagrams in the two-dimensional plane are considered in the following four cases: we see that some Lyapunov exponents are greater than , some are smaller than ,and thus there exist stable fixed points or period windows in the chaotic region. The diagrams show that there is a stable fixed point for a ∈ (., .), and the fixed point loses its stability as a increases. Neimark-Sacker bifurcation occurs at a ∼ ., and invariant circle appears as a increases, and the invariant circle suddenly becomes to period- orbits at a ∼ . and period- orbits at a ∼ .. Furthermore, as a grows, we can observe the period-, -, -, -, -, and - windows within the chaotic regions and boundary crisis at a = .. The phase portraits for various values of a are shown in 
Chaos control
In this section, we apply the state feedback control method [-] to stabilize chaotic orbits at an unstable fixed point of system ().
Consider the following controlled form of system ():
with the following feedback control law as the control force:
where k  and k  are the feedback gains, and (x * , y * ) is the positive fixed point of system ().
The Jacobian matrix J of the controlled system () evaluated at the fixed point (x * , y * )
is given by
and the characteristic equation of the Jacobian matrix J(x * , y * ) is
Assume that the eigenvalues are λ  and λ  . Then
and
The lines of marginal stability are determined by the equations λ  = ± and λ  λ  = . These conditions guarantee that the eigenvalues λ  and λ  have moduli equal to . Assume that λ  λ  = . Then from () we have
Assume that λ  = . Then from () and () we get
Assume that λ  = -. Then from () and () we obtain
The stable eigenvalues lie within a triangular region by lines l  , l  , and l  (see Figure  
Conclusions
In this paper, we have investigated the complex dynamic behaviors of the predator-prey system (). By using the center manifold theorem and the bifurcation theory we proved that the discrete-time system () can undergo a flip bifurcation and a Neimark-Sacker bifurcation. Moreover, system () displays much more interesting dynamical behaviors, which include orbits of period-, -, -, -, -, -, -, -, and -, invariant cycles, quasi-periodic orbits, and chaotic sets. They all imply that the predator and prey can coexist at period-n oscillatory balance behaviors or a oscillatory balance behavior, but the predator-prey system is unstable if a chaotic behavior occurs. In particular, we observe that when the prey is chaotic, the predator will ultimately tend to extinct or tend to a stable fixed point. In comparison with system () for c =  in [], system () exhibits different dynamical behaviors in the stability properties and the bifurcation structures. These results show far richer dynamics of the discrete-time model. Finally, we have stabilized the chaotic orbits at an unstable fixed point using the feedback control method.
